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The Visual in Engineering: Old Schemes and New Dilemmas
In the 21th century, people of the modern era find themselves in a new work environment. The ancient “ingenious homines”, of whose world the present-day engineer's
visual environment is an impressive development, illustrates the social and economic
networks surrounding individuals are more complicated than ever. Learning theory analysis typically examines the characteristics of visual learning, where new learning methods and techniques meet, as a result of current changes, with special regard to advancements in ICT. In such an increasingly rich learning space, learning how to apply new
visual learning methods consciously and efficiently may prove to be an investment with a
good return in the long run. During the period of the millennium the Mind’s Eye tenet
(recall Eugene Ferguson’s 1991 book Engineering and the Mind’s Eye) was of importance as a classical opinion which had significant effects on engineering education.
Today, however, even the synthesizing efforts of the Visual Learning Labs (Nottingham,
Budapest) illustrate the new situation in a practical and in a theoretical way. The presentation outlines dilemmas concerning the practice of the visual from the viewpoint of engineering education based on the results of a course content digitalization project (the
development of 27 electronic course contents) realized at BME in 2012–13. Although the
old schemes are present in the practice of engineering education, a new process, that of
transforming the role and practice of visual learning is emerging, and the description of
this process can clearly be helped by analysing the present dilemmas.
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